Requirement for HAZMAT Training Endorsement on Military Driver’s License
Fort Sill Ammunition Supply Point

1. In accordance with AR 600-55 dtd 1 May 2017, Appendix C-4c, the License endorsement for Hazardous Materials Training shall state “IAW AR 600-55”; however, GCSS-A does not print this on the DA Form 5984-E.

2. In order to reflect this statement on the DA Form 5984-E without altering the form (IAW AR 600-55, Paragraph 6-8) the procedure at # 3 below is provided.

3. The following statement will be placed (handwritten or typed) on the backside (blank side) of the printed DA From 5984-E: “HAZMAT Training IAW AR600-55". The unit commander or master driver will sign underneath the statement, which validates the training was conducted IAW the regulation as required. This same statement must be included on the OF 346 for units using it ILO DA Form 5984-E.

4. POC: Ammunition Supply Point Foreman at 442-5620/6148 or Ammunition Supply Point Accountable Officer at 442-2747.

Note: Current fiscal copies of The Billboard can be viewed on the Logistics Readiness Center’s Website, Billboard Tab, at http://sill-www.army.mil/USAG/DOL/index.html. Billboards consisting of sensitive information will not be posted to the website. If you wish to be placed on the distribution list to automatically receive The Billboard each time it is published, please call 442-3856.